
Quantifiers

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Evelyn had lived hitherto with _________ comprehension of her peculiar
position.
1.

(few/little)
little

He had been there so long; he had spent so _________ money on the
church and the parish; his gentle dreamy manner was greatly liked.
2.

(many/much)

much

The thoughts of _________ hearts were revealed.3. (many/much)many

I love this great land, with so _________ tall men in it, and so many good,
noble women.
4.

(many/much)
many

Several favourite principles to which they attached _________ importance,
were relinquished by it; and some of the articles relative to commerce, were
believed to be unequal in their operation.

5.

(many/much)

much

It passed as a joke in a good _________ cases.6. (many/much)many

I cure them in a _________ days.7. (few/little)few

They were manifestly thieves, and I had not _________ respect for them;
but the squirrels, though at first shy, went to work as if they were taking what
was their own.

8.

(many/much)

much

He died a _________ years after the conclusion of the war.9. (few/little)few

In a _________ minutes they were all captured.10. (few/little)few

He was invited to lecture in _________ cities.11. (many/much)many

In a _________ minutes she began to fill.12. (few/little)few

So he lay down for _________ hours, and none came near him, and at
length the blood stopped.
13.

(many/much)
many

He did not alarm her, for she thought she had seen him before in the
faces of _________ women who have no children.
14.

(many/much)many
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What _________ wealth you had seems almost wholly to have been
lavished in private luxury.
15.

(few/little)
little

I could not have conceived that so _________ beauty could be drawn
from what appeared to me the most commonplace of all suburban gardens.
16.

(many/much)

much

_________ time will be required to organize and discipline the men, and
action may be deferred till it is too late.
17.

(many/much)
Much

The story I am going to tell you happened _________ years ago, but it is
worth while for you to listen to it, before it is forgotten.
18.

(many/much)
many

It has a great number of affluents of _________ importance.19. (few/little)little

Only a _________ moments were left to them.20. (few/little)few
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